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BLOCK TRADING SYSTEM AND METHOD PROVIDING PRICE IMPROVEMENT

TO AGGRESSIVE ORDERS

Reference to Related Applications

[0001] The present application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application Nos.

60/962,307, filed July 26, 2007; 60/981,242, filed October 19, 2007; 61/032,623, filed

February 29, 2008; and 61/043,172, filed April 8, 2008. Related subject matter is disclosed

in U.S. Patent Application Nos. 10/310,345, filed December 5, 2002, 10/603,100 filed June

24, 2003 and 10/799,205, filed March 11, 2004, and 11/783,250 through 11/783,254, all filed

April 6, 2007; all currently pending. The disclosures of all of the above-referenced

applications are hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties into the present

disclosure.

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention is directed to order management in financial trading and more

specifically to such order management that provides protection from poor executions caused

by adverse movements in the market and/or other traders seeking to "game" the system.

Description of Related Art

[0003] In public securities markets, market mechanics and trading psychology create barriers to

efficient information dissemination and price discovery. A market participant's decision to

reveal information about his or her true price limits represents a tradeoff between the market

impact cost of affecting price expectations and the opportunity cost of delaying or failing to

execute a trade. As used herein, the term "market participant" refers to any person or firm

with the ability to trade securities or other financial products; examples of market

participants include broker-dealers, institutions, hedge funds, statistical arbitrage and other



proprietary trading operations, and private investors trading on electronic communication

networks (ECNs).

[0004] By displaying a buyer's true price limit to one or more prospective sellers, for example, a

market participant is in effect writing an option that either of the sellers may freely elect to

execute; as long as this option is open it sets a lower bound on the market participants'

expectations of what the fair trade price should be. Even if one of the sellers originally had a

lower price expectation, this expectation is immediately changed when the buyer's price limit

is known, the only remaining question being whether the fair price should be even higher.

Indeed, by disclosing a high price the buyer indicates an eagerness to acquire the stock,

which may reflect information that has yet to come to the seller's attention.

[0005] Broker-dealers cope with this problem by carefully managing expectations of parties on

both sides of a trade until a fair price has been discovered, and then proposing a fair trade

price that can be satisfactory to both. Today such agency orders are increasingly delivered

electronically. Orders identified as "not held" are not displayed on the public market, to

avoid the above-mentioned impact on price expectations. Brokers may receive crossing not

held orders on the buy and sell sides, and find themselves in the position of having to choose

a fair price to execute the crossed trade, somewhere between the limits of the two orders.

Discretion is normally used when handling such a situation. For example, if a buyer has

placed a large block buy order at $30.00 at 10:00 AM, and the market has since fallen to a

current best offer of $29.80, a large block sell order at $29.99 would most likely not be

automatically crossed at this price, since it now seems expensive compared to the current

market; the buyer's limit is interpreted as an instruction to stop buying if the market price

were to rise above this level. But a block sell order at $29.82, which also crosses the buyer's



much higher limit, would probably be accepted, while one at $29.85 might prompt the broker

to call the buyer.

[0006] This human intermediation comes at a steep price, both in terms of commissions paid and

in terms of information leakage to individuals who have close relationships with aggressive

trading firms such as hedge funds. This has fueled a desire from large institutions to find an

alternate marketplace where they can post their orders themselves, without discretionary

intervention by a traditional broker.

[0007] Electronic markets such as NASDAQ or Electronic Communication Networks (ECNs)

are not well equipped to handle the price discovery problem for large block trades. In its

simplest form, an electronic marketplace simply displays the trading interests of the buyers

and sellers to their subscribers, which then have the ability to execute such buy and sell

interests. To avoid impacting the market participants' price expectations, users of electronic

markets typically place relatively small orders at passive prices, and patiently wait for others

to execute them, or take a somewhat more aggressive stance and execute the orders that

others have posted on the other side of the spread.

[0008] Tools are available to "slice and dice" larger orders into a large number of small pieces

that can be worked in this manner, but their activity inevitably reveals the existence of the

larger order to those who are skilled in the art of statistical analysis. Such traders develop and

optimize trading strategies that deliberately detect large confidential orders as they are being

worked, and generate profits by anticipating the market impact that those orders are likely to

cause. The simplest such strategy is that of taking a position ahead of the larger order and

relying on its continued presence to push the price in a profitable direction. By trading in the

same direction as the large order, such parasitic strategies end up exacerbating the price



movements that would naturally have been caused by the large order in the first place. The

end result is not altogether different from that of posting a large order on the New York

Stock Exchange: in the latter case, floor traders join in to "participate" with an auctioned

order, or directly step in front to intercept the liquidity that it was able to attract. The terms

"penny-jumping" and "front-running" have come to be applied to describe this type of

parasitic strategy on the NYSE floor and on electronic marketplaces alike.

[0009] Some ECNs offer more sophisticated order types in an attempt to alleviate the front-

running problem. Some of these (e.g., discretion orders), simply try to mask the true price

limit by showing one price but grabbing priority to execute up to a higher confidential price

limit. These suffer from simple counter-strategies, such as that of spraying small orders at

different price levels to see when an order gets executed at an undisplayed price level. Other

sophisticated order types use minimum quantity conditions in conjunction with hidden

discretionary prices to avoid detection by sprays of tiny orders. Since no price is displayed

there is no "price revelation" in the traditional sense. Yet, a block trader with a contra interest

can discover the first order's limit, and would indeed have a fiduciary obligation to do so,

simply by repeatedly placing and canceling orders at steadily worse price levels until the

order intersects with the resident order's limit. Thus, although price expectations are not

altered prior to the trade, a trader who places a large hidden order on an ECN to buy at

$30.00 should indeed expect to trade at $30.00, even if the seller would otherwise have been

willing to accept any price down to $29.90.

[0010] As a result, electronic books such as SuperMontage have difficulty attracting significant

size orders at attractive price levels, as most participants quickly learn that it is more

profitable to lurk in the shadows and take what prices others are willing to show, or display



small sizes at a time. This has led to an evolution of the marketplace wherein the average

trade size has fallen steadily to about 500 shares while the total traded volume and average

institutional order sizes have been increasing.

[0011] In this environment, there is an acute need for an electronic trading system that rewards

traders who are willing to confidentially express their true price aggression with the benefit

of price improvement when the contra party is similarly aggressive. In such a block trading

solution, the optimal strategy for aggressive traders should be to place their orders with an

aggressive price, while passive traders would naturally be best served by placing passively

priced orders.

[0012] Yet answering such a need cannot come at the expense of the main perceived advantage

of electronic trading systems over traditional marketplaces, which is the ability to instantly

execute trades with no human intermediation or pre-trade information leakage.

[0013] The challenge, in short, is to protect an order that is electronically executable at an

aggressive limit price from actually being executed at such an aggressive price when the

contra was in fact willing to be aggressive as well.

[0014] To tip the scale back in favor of the party who has placed an aggressive order, without

losing the perceived advantage of electronic-speed executions and without the mediation of a

third party, one must identify value items that can strengthen the negotiating position of a

party who is willing to express an aggressive price. One such value item is information.

Related application Ser. No. 10/603,100, filed Jun. 24, 2003; Ser. No. 09/870,845, filed May

31, 2001; Ser. No. 09/750,768, filed Dec. 29, 2000 and Ser. No. 09/585,049, filed Jun. 1,

2000 (the entire contents of each are incorporated herein by reference) show how parties

willing to confidentially disclose Certified Trading Interest information to a computer system



can gain the right to receive Certified Trading Interest information from other parties who are

interested in trading with them. This opens the possibility of reversing the arrow of

information flow when a trader places an aggressively-priced order in a trading system: the

aggressive price is not shown to third parties, but instead helps the trader attract information

from third parties with more passive offers.

15] However regardless of the degree of information shared by the users of the inventions

referenced above; all users of the subject systems seek as many types of protection as

possible from poor executions caused by adverse movements in the market and/or other

traders attempting to "game" the system.



Summary of the Invention

[0016] It is therefore an object of the invention to provide anti-gaming and price protection

measures to help prevent automatic executions at undesirable prices and otherwise to

enhance the trading experience.

[0017] To achieve the above and other objects, the present invention comprises various anti-

gaming features designed to enhance the inventions incorporated by reference herein. One

such anti-gaming feature is a randomly timed match check event that delays the automatic

execution between firm orders in the subject system by some random length of time address

the issue of predatory users using bogus or very small orders to manipulate the market in a

stock in order to "micro-time" an order on the subject system. In particular, the time at

which two firm orders are automatically matched and executed via a match check event is

randomly selected from a minimum/maximum range, such that once an order is entered, the

user cannot know precisely when a match check event (and therefore an execution will

occur); thereby making it harder to control the market for a quick push up (or down) before

trying to execute a sell (or buy) order on the subject system. As an extension of this feature,

random delays in liquidity notifications can also be used. Said liquidity notifications can

include, but are not limited to: active symbol notifications which are indications of firm

order activity as described in application number 10/603,100 filed June 24, 2003, contra

present notifications which are indication that alert a trader to the presence of a contra order

to one of his active orders in the subject system that is priced below a reference price as

described in application number 10/799,205, filed March 11, 2004, or contra target

notifications which are indication that alert a trader to the presence of a contra order to one of

the orders in his OMS that is not yet active in the subject system as described in the above-



cited provisional applications and in co-pending U.S. Patent Application No. , filed

on even date (Attorney Docket No. 125091-001 16), .

[0018] In addition to preventing predatory users from "micro-timing" executions as explained,

this random match check event feature also prevents predatory users from being able to

confidently "test" the side of an order in the subject system. This phenomenon of trying to

use orders to "test" the side of resident orders in the subject system is unique to the subject

system because of the subject system's use of "active symbol notifications" to generate

liquidity in a symbol as described in application numbers 10/603,100 filed June 24, 2003 and

10/799,205, filed March 11, 2004. As described in these applications, the subject system

uses sideless, sizeless and priceless notifications in specific symbols to alert users to the

presence of firm order activity in those symbols. A perceived weakness of these active

symbol notifications has been the assumption that if a user quickly enters and then cancels an

order in a security where an active symbol notification is present without receiving a fill; that

the user can assume the order was entered on the same side as the resident order. However,

the addition of random match check events dispels this assumption since the predatory user

cannot know if he did not receive a fill because his order was on the same side as the resident

order, or because he did not leave the order in the system long enough to trigger the random

match check event.

[0019] Another aspect of the invention designed to protect users from automatic executions at

undesirable prices is a feature that prevents auto-execution when there are drastic swings in

the market and/or alerts a user when he has an order exposed to automatic execution during a

drastic swing in the market. This feature can be called Xtreme Volatility Protection (XVP)

and embodiments of this feature include XVP Protect and XVP Alert.



0] Yet another aspect of the invention designed to protect users from poor execution is a

feature for limiting or filtering which members of the subject system's trading community

receive an active symbol notification when a user enters a firm, auto-executable order. This

feature is called "Channel Select" and is available to traders submitting orders. As previously

noted, one of the unique aspects of the subject system as described in application numbers

10/603,100 filed June 24, 2003 and 10/799,205, filed March 11, 2004 is the subject system's

methodology for attracting liquidity to system by using sideless, sizeless and priceless

"active symbol notifications" that alert users to the presence of firm order activity in system

in specific symbols. While these sideless active symbol notifications are a unique and

powerful liquidity generating tool offered by the subject system; some users also perceive

them as a potential source of information leakage when viewed by predatory traders. To

address this concern, the "Channel Select" feature allows a trader to limit which members of

the subject system's trading community see the active symbol notification when he enters a

firm, auto executable order. In a preferred embodiment, a drop-down menu presented at the

point of order entry allows a trader to select which component of the subject system's trading

community will receive the sideless active symbol notification when that trader submits the

order to the subject system. Examples of the trader's Channel Select options include but are

not limited to, "Entire community" or "Buy-side only" or "institutions managing over 5

billion in assets," or any other type of relevant filtering criteria as could be imagined by one

skilled in the art. "Buy-side only" means that the active symbol notification will only be

displayed to traders at firms configured as "Institution" or "Hedge Fund" in the subject

system's database. It is important to note, however, that while the Channel Select option does

limit which traders see the active symbol notifications; the active symbol notifications seen



by the selected subset of users still follow all normal rules for when the notifications are

turned "ON" or "OFF."

[0021] Finally, the various embodiments of the invention are also all usable with Stealth Mode, a

feature which offers users yet another layer of protection from predatory users. As previously

noted, some traders view the subject system's active symbol notification as a potential source

of information leakage when viewed by predatory traders. While some traders consider the

Channel Select option a sufficient level of protection against this perceived source of

information leakage; other traders want the ability to prevent entirely or drastically limit the

generation of active symbol notifications when they enter a firm, auto executable order. To

address this need, the stealth mode goes beyond the community-level filtering offered by

Channel Select and gives users the ability to submit firm auto-executable orders that either do

not trigger the active symbol notification at all or only trigger the active symbol notification

on a limited basis.

[0022] The preferred embodiment of this stealth mode gives traders a 'Stealth' order entry option

at the point of order submission that can follow "Dark" or "Black" order indicating rules, as

described herein. Stealth, Black and Dark are all terms that correspond to a specific user

interface and should not be construed as limiting. The rules associated with the Stealth

option may be configured on the subject system's centralized trading server, (referred to as

the PTS from this point forward), at the firm/user level.

[0023] In the preferred embodiment the default rule for the Stealth order will be Dark, but other

embodiments can have the default as Black. In a preferred embodiment the Dark and/or

Black Stealth order option is only provided to a subset of buy side customers; however in



other embodiments, Stealth orders will be provided for all customers including all buy side

and sell side users.

[0024] When a user enters a firm, auto-execute order in the system as "Dark," rather than

triggering the active symbol notification as in the "typical" order handling rules, the

corresponding symbol will not display the active symbol notification, Furthermore, once the

order is active in the subject system, that order will only trigger the active symbol

notification on a minimal basis; and when it does trigger the notification, it will have a very

brief duration and there will be significant delays between notification events when they do

happen. More specifically, when Dark orders generate the active symbol notification, the

notification will flash for a limited period of time (mimicking IOC ("immediate or cancel")

orders), with a delay between flashing events from 1 to 40 minutes. In addition, Dark orders

do not have standing, meaning they are not given Price-time priority in the subject system's

order queue. More specifically, if a Dark order is resident in the system at the same time as

an order in the same symbol on the same side with the same price that is not classified as

Dark (or Black), and a contra to the orders arrives in the system; the non Dark order will

receive the execution even if it was entered after the Dark order.

[0025] Dark orders will trigger contra present indications, one of the subject system's types of

liquidity notification that alerts users to the presence of a "passive" (an order priced below a

reference price) contra orders in the subject system. As stated in the introduction, the purpose

of the contra present indication is to reward users willing to enter "aggressive" orders (orders

priced at or above a reference price) by giving them the option to trade at a price below the

mid-point of a reference price when their aggressive orders are matched with passive orders.

More specifically if a Dark order is a passive order and an aggressive contra order is entered



into the system; the user entering the aggressive contra order to that passive Dark will receive

a contra present notification alerting the user to presence of that passive Dark order.

Furthermore, if a Dark order has an aggressive price and a user enters a passive contra order

to that aggressive Dark order the trader who entered the aggressive Dark order will receive

the contra present notification alerting that user to presence of the passive contra order.

6] When a user enters a firm, auto-execute order in the system as "Black," that order will

never generate an active symbol notification, In addition, a passive Black Order will not

trigger a contra present indication if an aggressive contra order is entered into the system; nor

will an aggressive Black Order earn a user the right to see a contra present indication in the

event another user enters a passive contra to that aggressive Black order. Like Dark orders,

Black orders do not have standing, meaning they are not given Price-time priority in the

order queue. More specifically, if a Black order is resident in the system at the same time as

an order in the same symbol on the same side with the same price that is not classified as

Black (or Dark), and a contra to the orders arrives in the system; the non-Black order will

receive the execution even if it was entered after the Black order. The Black order option

may be limited to certain authorized users who have permission to access the feature. This

permission can be granted based on any number of criteria as will be understood by those

skilled in the art, including but not limited to user or firm level trade history or firm

classification, e.g., buy side or sell side customer, assets under management.



Brief Description of the Drawings

[0027] Preferred embodiments of the invention will be set forth in detail with reference to the

drawings, in which:

[0028] Fig. 1 is a flow chart of the preferred embodiment for introducing a random delay;

[0029] Fig. 2 represents an example of an order entry screen for a preferred embodiment of the

present invention for providing extreme volatility protection;

[0030] Fig. 3 is a flow chart of the preferred embodiment for extreme volatility protection;

[0031] Fig. 4 shows an example of a drop-down menu for Channel Select; and

[0032] Figs. 5A-5C are schematic diagrams of a system and variations on which the preferred or

other embodiments of the invention can be implemented



Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0033] Preferred embodiments of the invention will be set forth in detail with reference to the

drawings, in which like reference numerals refer to like elements or steps throughout.

[0034] Embodiments of the randomly timed match check event feature may be provided as

follows. Customers/users may have orders (entered in Figure 1, step 102) subjected to a

random delay time (Figure 1, step 104) before execution (Figure 1, step 106). This delay may

be assigned on a per-order basis and can be chosen randomly from within a

minimum/maximum range that is typically determined on a firm by firm basis. The min/max

ranges may vary from firm to firm based on past trade history and firm

information/characteristics; for example, they can range from 0/0 for the users with the

"lowest risk" profiles and up to 60/500 (or any other range) for trades with the most "risky"

profiles. The ranges may also be based on other characteristics of a firm.

[0035] In some embodiments, this feature may only apply when users are responding to a an

active symbol notification (an indication of firm order activity as described in application

number 10/603,100 filed June 24, 2003), a contra present notification (an indication that

alerts a trader to the presence of a contra order to one of his active orders in the subject

system that is priced below a reference price as described in application number 10/799,205,

filed March 11, 2004), a contra target notification (an indication that alerts a trader to the

presence of a contra order to one of the orders in his OMS that is not yet active in the subject

system as described in the above-cited provisional applications and in co-pending U.S. Patent

Application No. , filed on even date (Attorney Docket No. 125091-001 16), or any

other indicator used by the subject system. In this embodiment, a user would be the

responding trader or the "second one in" for this feature to apply. In other embodiments this



feature would apply to certain users at all times, regardless of whether the user was the

initiating or responding trader.

[0036] While this random match check feature may delay a match check event, it does not affect

price-time priority. More specifically, if a user with a "high risk" profile responds to an

order, and the random delay has prevented a match check event from occurring, and within

the span of that delay another user with a very "low risk" profile enters another contra order

which has a random delay that is shorter than the delay assigned to the higher risk user's

order, then the high risk user will still get the first fill(s).

[0037] Another anti-gaming feature provided by the system is randomly timed active symbol

notification events associated with user classifications. In an embodiment of this feature, the

subject system associates random delays with active symbol notifications based on the user

entering the order. For example, individual users, individual orders, entire firms, particular

order types or other elements may be classified or categorized according to certain criteria,

e.g., various levels of "risk" associated with said element. Then based on the order/user/firm

classification, liquidity notification event (for example but not limited to the active symbol

notification, the contra present notification or contra target notification), could be delayed for

longer/shorter periods of time, or perhaps may not occur.

[0038] Other preferred embodiments of the techniques for protection from executions at

undesirable prices can be implemented as follows. Fig. 2 represents an example of an order

entry screen for a preferred embodiment of the subject system wherein a user is able, as in

element 200, to enable XVP Protect, XVP Alert or XVP Disable.

[0039] XVP Protect provides for logic which operates on both the PTS and on the user's subject

system desktop application, from here forward referred to as the client GUI. On the server



side, the server may constantly compare a limit a trader has placed on an order (Figure 3, step

302) with the price range for that symbol established by the Bollinger Bands (or other

standard or indicator of volatility) (Figure 3, step 304).

[0040] If a trader has enabled XVP Protect and it is determined in Figure 3 step 306, that the

trader's limit price moves outside the Bollinger range (or other range), then the PTS will

prevent an automatic execution (Figure 3, step 310) until the limit price falls back inside the

(Bollinger) range (Figure 3 step 308).

[0041] At the same time, a trader's client GUI is making comparisons between the trader's limit

price and the (Bollinger) range. When the limit price is outside of the range (which means the

PTS will not execute the order), the client GUI notifies the trader than executions are being

prevented via a visual indication or some other indicator (Figure 3, step 312). The purpose of

this indication is to let the user know that his order(s) in that symbol will not execute at the

current price and that if he wants an execution despite the price he may need to adjust his

limit price.

[0042] When an XVP Alert feature is enabled, only the logic on the trader's client GUI is in

operation. In an "Alert" state, the trader will be notified that the limit on his order(s) in a

particular symbol are outside of the Bollinger Band range but unlike XVP Protect; in XVP

Alert mode the order is still available for automatic execution. As with XVP Protect, the

client GUI use some kind of indication to notify the trader that the limit on his order is

outside of the Bollinger Band range.

[0043] In the XVP Disable state, neither the subject system trading server or the subject system

desktop application monitor the trader's limit prices relative to the Bollinger Band range. In



the Disable mode, all trades may execute regardless of the stock's price and the trader may

not receive any kind of notification.

[0044] Still another preferred embodiment is called Channel Select and can be implemented as

shown in Figure 4. In a GUI shown to a trader, an order confirmation screen 400 includes a

"Target OMS Entries at:" entry 402 with a drop-down menu 404. Clicking on the drop-down

menu brings up a list of components of the trading community who will be able to see the

order. By selecting the appropriate entry, the trader can control which elements of the

subject system's trading community see the sideless active symbol notification triggered by

the user's order.

[0045] Figures 5A-5C are schematic diagrams showing hardware on which the above or other

embodiments can be implemented. Figure 5A shows an implementation in which there is no

middleware. A customer OMS 502 and a workstation running a client GUI (desktop

application) 504 are behind a firewall 506. The OMS 502 and the client GUI 504

communicate through a virtual private network 508 and the Internet 510, respectively, and

another firewall 512 to a trading server (PTS) 514. Arrows A indicate sweep events; arrows

B, placements and executions; arrows C, FIX (Financial Information Exchange)

acknowledgments and non-acknowledgements; and arrows D, the client API.

[0046] Figure 5B shows the use of middleware at the customer site. The GUI 504 includes a

trading API 516 and an OMS API 518. The middleware 520 includes a FIX engine 522 and

a net server 524. The GUI 502 and the middleware 520 reside behind a customer firewall

526. The trading API 516 in the GUI 504 communicates, as indicated by arrows E, through

the customer firewall 526, the Internet 510, and a back-end firewall 528 with the back-end

systems 530, which also have a FIX engine 522 and a net server 524. In a trading session,



the back-end systems 530 communicate, as indicated by arrows F, through the firewall 528, a

VPN 508 and another firewall 532 to OMS back-end systems 534. In an OMS publish

session, the OMS back-end systems communicate, as indicated by arrows G, through the

firewall 532, a VPN 508 or the Internet 510, and the customer firewall 526 with the

middleware 520. In an OMS API data flow, the middleware 520 communicates with the

OMS API 518 in the GUI 504, as indicated by arrow H .

[0047] Figure 5C shows the middleware 520 at the OMS back-end systems 534. The data flow

of Figure 5C differs from that of Figure 5B in that OMS publish session goes only as far as

the middleware 520, which is behind the OMS back-end firewall 532, and in that the OMS

subscribe API data flow goes thence through the firewall 532, a VPN 508 or the Internet 510,

and the customer firewall 526 to the OMS API 5 18 in the GUI 504.

[0048] The auto-execution price protection offered by all of the features described in this

application are not limited to block trading or the trading systems described in application

numbers 10/310,345, filed December 5, 2002, 10/603,100 filed June 24, 2003 and

10/799,205, filed March 11, 2004. . All of the features described herein are also usable with

the algorithm switching engine disclosed in U.S. Patent Application Numbers 11/783,250

through 11/783,254, all filed April 6, 2007; and. 12/153,362, filed May 16, 2008, whose

disclosures are hereby incorporated by reference into the present disclosure, or with any other

suitable trading system.

[0049] While preferred embodiments have been set forth above, those skilled in the art who have

reviewed the present disclosure will readily appreciate that other embodiments can be

realized within the scope of the invention. For example, numerical values are illustrative

rather than limiting. Also, embodiments disclosed separately can be combined in any



suitable manner. Moreover, the invention has applicability beyond the trading of securities,

including the trading of financial products (stocks, bonds, options, futures, currencies, etc.)

and non-financial items. Furthermore, while it is contemplated that the invention can be used

with Order Management Systems as now understood, the invention can also be used with any

other information management system that tracks and/or manages trading interest and/or

order information as would be known to those skilled in the art, for example but not limited

to EMS' s (electronic management systems) and other such systems that exist now or may be

developed later. Accordingly, the term "order management system" should be construed as

encompassing all such systems unless otherwise limited. Therefore, the present invention

should be construed as limited only by the appended claims.



We claim:

1. A method for trading items among a plurality of traders, the method comprising:

(a) receiving a plurality of orders from the traders into an electronic trading system;

(b) randomly delaying at least one of an execution time and a liquidity notification event

for at least some of the orders; and

(c) executing the orders in the electronic trading system.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein step (b) comprises randomly delaying the execution

time for said at least some of the orders.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the traders are assigned risk profiles, and wherein step

(b) comprises randomly delaying the execution time by a value in a range selected in accordance

with the risk profile of a trader who placed the order.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein step (b) is performed only for orders placed in

response to a system indicator.

5 . The method of claim 2, wherein step (b) does not affect a price-time priority of said at

least some of the orders.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein step (b) comprises randomly delaying the liquidity

notification event for at least some of the orders.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the liquidity notification comprises a display of a

symbol on a block board of watch list.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the traders are assigned risk profiles, and wherein step

(b) comprises randomly delaying the liquidity notification by a value in a range selected in

accordance with the risk profile of a trader who placed the order.

9 . A method for trading items among a plurality of traders, the method comprising:



(a) receiving, into an electronic trading system, an indication of a limit that one of the

traders has placed on an order with an externally established price range;

(b) comparing the limit to the externally established price range; and

(c) when the limit lies outside of the externally established price range, performing at

least one of (i) preventing a trade and (ii) notifying the trader.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein both steps (c)(i) and (c)(ii) are performed.

11. A method for facilitating trading of items among a plurality of traders, wherein the

plurality of traders are grouped into components, the method comprising:

(a) receiving an from one of the traders into an electronic trading system, wherein the

order includes an indication of which component or components of the plurality of traders will

receive the order; and

(b) making the order visible only to the component or components indicated.

12. A system for trading items among a plurality of traders, the system comprising:

a communication component for receiving a plurality of orders from the traders into an

electronic trading system; and

a trading server for randomly delaying at least one of an execution time and a liquidity

notification event for at least some of the orders and executing the orders in the electronic trading

system.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the trading server randomly delays the execution

time for said at least some of the orders.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the traders are assigned risk profiles, and wherein

the trading server randomly delays the execution time by a value in a range selected in

accordance with the risk profile of a trader who placed the order.



15. The system of claim 13, wherein the trading server randomly delays only for orders

placed in response to a system indicator.

16. The system of claim 13, wherein said random delaying does not affect a price-time

priority of said at least some of the orders.

17. The system of claim 12, wherein the trading server randomly delays the liquidity

notification event for at least some of the orders.

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the liquidity notification comprises a display of a

symbol on a block board of watch list.

19. The system of claim 17, wherein the traders are assigned risk profiles, and wherein

the trading server randomly delays the liquidity notification by a value in a range selected in

accordance with the risk profile of a trader who placed the order.

20. A system for trading items among a plurality of traders, the system comprising:

a communication component for electronically communicating with the plurality of

traders; and

a trading server, in electronic communication with the communication component, for:

(a) receiving an indication of a limit that one of the traders has placed on an order with an

externally established price range;

(b) comparing the limit to the externally established price range; and

(c) when the limit lies outside of the externally established price range, performing at

least one of (i) preventing a trade and (ii) notifying the trader.

21. The system of claim 20, wherein the trading server performs both steps (c)(i) and

(C)(U).



22. A system for facilitating trading of items among a plurality of traders, wherein the

plurality of traders are grouped into components, the system comprising:

a communication component for electronically communicating with the plurality of

traders; and

a trading server, in electronic communication with the communication component, for:

(a) receiving an from one of the traders into an electronic trading system, wherein the

order includes an indication of which component or components of the plurality of traders will

receive the order; and

(b) making the order visible only to the component or components indicated.

23. An article of manufacture for trading items among a plurality of traders, the article of

manufacture comprising:

a computer-readable storage medium; and

code on the computer-readable storage medium, the code, when executed on one or more

computing devices, controlling said one or more computing devices for:

(a) receiving a plurality of orders from the traders into an electronic trading system;

(b) randomly delaying at least one of an execution time and a liquidity notification event

for at least some of the orders; and

(c) executing the orders in the electronic trading system.

24. An article of manufacture for trading items among a plurality of traders, the article of

manufacture comprising:

a computer-readable storage medium; and

code on the computer-readable storage medium, the code, when executed on one or more

computing devices, controlling said one or more computing devices for:



(a) receiving, into an electronic trading system, an indication of a limit that one of the

traders has placed on an order with an externally established price range;

(b) comparing the limit to the externally established price range; and

(c) when the limit lies outside of the externally established price range, performing at

least one of (i) preventing a trade and (ii) notifying the trader.

25. An article of manfacture for facilitating trading of items among a plurality of traders,

wherein the plurality of traders are grouped into components, the article of manufacture

comprising:

a computer-readable storage medium; and

code on the computer-readable storage medium, the code, when executed on one or more

computing devices, controlling said one or more computing devices for:

(a) receiving an from one of the traders into an electronic trading system, wherein the

order includes an indication of which component or components of the plurality of traders will

receive the order; and

(b) making the order visible only to the component or components indicated.
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